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THE TOP 5 STEPS FOR BEING PREPARED
 STEP 1 - CREATING A CONTACT LIST FOR EMERGENCIES
 STEP 2 – CREATE A WHATS APP FOR THE EVENT
 STEP 3 – PLANNING A RISK ASSESSMENT
 STEP 4 – PLANNING FOR A CRISIS – WHEN THINGS DON’T GO  

TO PLAN
 STEP 5 – PROCEDURES FOR SPECIFIC SCENARIOS



STEP 1 - CREATING A CONTACT LIST FOR EMERGENCIES

• Gather the Key Players: Think of all the people who need to be on speed dial if things go 
south. This includes local emergency services, veterinarians, and key event staff.

• Collect Contact Info: Write down their phone numbers, email addresses, and any other way 
you can get in touch with them quickly.

• Organise by Role: Sort the list by who does what. 

For example, put all medical contacts in one section and all equipment handlers in another.

• Make it Accessible: Ensure that everyone involved in the event has a copy of this list, 
whether it’s printed out or shared digitally.

• Keep it Updated: Check the list regularly to make sure all the details are current and correct

This way, if an emergency crops up, you’ll know exactly who to call to help manage the 
situation.



STEP 2 – CREATE A WHATS APP FOR THE EVENT

Creating a WhatsApp group for messaging key stakeholders during an incident is like having a dedicated 
hotline for your team during an emergency. Here’s why it’s a good idea in simple terms:

1. Instant Connection: It’s like a group huddle where you can quickly share information with everyone at 
once, no matter where they are.

2. Familiar and Easy: Most people know how to use WhatsApp, so there’s no learning curve in a stressful 
situation.

3. Keeps Everyone on the Same Page: It’s like passing a note in class that everyone reads at the same 
time, so there’s less confusion.

4. Accessible Anywhere: As long as you have your phone and internet, you can get the messages, just 
like getting a text.

5. Private and Secure: It’s like having a private conversation in a busy room where only your team can 
hear what’s being said

In short, a WhatsApp group can be a quick and reliable way to coordinate and communicate during 
an incident.

.



STEP 3 – PLANNING A RISK ASSESSMENT

RISK MANAGEMENT is like preparing for a storm you know might be coming. 
It’s about identifying things that could go wrong in the future and planning how to 
prevent them or minimise their impact. 

CRISIS MANAGEMENT is what you do when the storm hits without warning. 
It’s the actions you take to deal with sudden, unexpected events that could seriously 
harm the company or its people.

Risk management is about being proactive and planning ahead, while crisis 
management is reactive and deals with the immediate aftermath of an 

unexpected event
.



STEP 3 – PLANNING A RISK ASSESSMENT
1. Understanding the Event: Get a clear picture of what the event involves. This includes the type of 

agricultural activities, the number of people attending, and the location.

2. Identifying Potential Problems: Think about what could go wrong. This might be weather-related 
issues, equipment failures, or health emergencies.

3. Evaluating the Risks: Decide how likely these problems are to happen and what the consequences 
could be. For example, a tractor breaking down might be more likely than a flood, but a flood would 
have more serious consequences.

4. Planning Solutions: Come up with ways to prevent these problems or deal with them if they happen. 
This could be having spare parts for machinery, first aid kits, or emergency evacuation plans.

5. Keeping Everyone Informed: Make sure everyone involved knows about the risks and what to do in an 
emergency. This includes staff, participants, and even the local emergency services









STEP 4 – PLANNING FOR A CRISIS – WHEN THINGS DON’T GO TO PLAN
Have a Team Ready: Have a team ready to jump into action if something goes wrong. Each person 
should know exactly what to do, whether it’s calling for help or guiding people to safety.

Know the Risks: Understand what could go wrong at your event.   It could be bad weather or a guest with 
a food allergy, a performer accident, equipment failure or a medical emergency.

Make a Plan: This is your “what if” guide. If it rains, where will everyone go? If someone gets hurt, who’s 
trained in first aid? Your plan should cover all the bases.

Communicate: Make sure everyone knows the plan. If the rain starts, tell guests where to find shelter. If 
there’s an emergency, make sure everyone knows who to contact.

Stay Calm and Lead: When things go south, keep a cool head and take charge. People will look to you for 
direction, so show confidence and guide them through the crisis.

Remember, crisis planning is all about being prepared for the unexpected and handling it smoothly 
so that everyone stays safe and the event can go on



STEP 5 – PROCEDURES FOR SPECIFIC SCENARIOS:
a) PROCEDURES FOR AN INJURED PERFORMER IN THE MAIN ARENA

When something unexpected happens, we might need to change our plans on 
the spot to make sure of a few important things:

1. People are safe: The most important thing is that no one gets hurt Human 
life is Protected

2. Keep everyone calm: We want to make sure that both the audience and 
our team don’t get too upset or scared.

3. Minimise Disruption to the Program:  We’ll try our best not to hold up the 
planned lunch and evening activities.

It’s all about being flexible and keeping people’s well-being and the 
event’s smooth running as top priorities.



STEP 5 – PROCEDURES FOR SPECIFIC SCENARIOS:
b) PROCEDURES FOR AN INJURED ANIMAL IN THE MAIN ARENA

When something unexpected happens, we might need to adjust our plans on 
right there and then to make sure:

1. People are safe: The most important thing is that no one gets hurt and 
human life is protected

2. Animal Life is preserved with distress avoided and suffering minimised
3. Minimum distress is caused to the crowd / audience as well as our team.
4. Minimise Disruption to the Program:  We’ll try our best not to hold up the 

planned lunch and evening activities.

We’re ready to tweak our plans to keep everyone and everything safe, and 
to keep the show going on as planned.





INCIDENT
• 20 x Harness Horses 
• 4 x Cobb & Co Coaches
• 12 x Outriders
• 12 x Loose Horses
 Opening Night a lead horse of one of the teams goes down on the 1st lap of the track
 The Lead Horse then bought down 3 other horses of his team on the Track, Coach jack-

knifed
 A Horse is dead on the track outside the general public grandstand next to members
 3 other horses of this team were tangled in the harnesses
 A 2nd team on the outside, inside lead horse fell down, was under the other horses of 

that team, Coach was jack knifed up on the fence



Ready to roll in… 
3, 2, 1… 

Let’s Go Team !”







ISSUES MANAGEMENT PLAN
• The Issues Management Team is responsible for coordinating and 

implementing any issues response
• The RAS works closely with and is guided by the relevant authority, 

depending on the nature of the issue
• An important operating principle is the provision of regular updates in 

the event of an issue, even if all information is still being gathered.



Advising of a confirmed situation swiftly and the 
steps that are being taken, even if they are 

information gathering, demonstrates openness 
and transparency and faicitlitates trust and good 

will



SCENARIO RISK STRATEGY TALKING POINTS
AN ANIMAL DIES IN THE MAIN 
ARENA OR INFRONT OF AN 
AUDIENCE
A horse collapses in main arena or 
breaks its leg and needs to be put 
down.

• Media witness the event 
and negative media 
coverage impacts the 
Show’s reputation as an 
animal friendly family 
event.

• Footage is shared on social 
media. 

The event causes emotional 
distress for Showgoers. 

• Reactive media only
• Script to be provided for 

announcers to read if an 
animal goes down in the main 
arena. 

• This should explain what is 
happening, that specialist on-
site vets and support staff will 
be loading the animal into a 
horse ambulance/specially 
designed transportation 
vehicle to be assessed and 
treated at the on stie 
veterinary hospital. 

• Today/tonight, as part of <INSERT>, a horse collapsed 
<insert context>. 

• The onsite specialist equine vets attended to the horse 
immediately. The attending vets, assisted by the RAS 
ground staff, moved the horse into the horse 
ambulance where the vet remained to treat the horse 
as it was being taken to the on-site veterinary hospital. 

• Shortly after removal from the arena, the horse was 
<unfortunately pronounced dead. OR The animal was 
assessed by a vet, and from a pain control and welfare 
perspective it unfortunately had to be put down>.

• The initial diagnosis by the attending veterinarian was 
<INSERT DETAILS>. This is most likely to have been a 
<INSERT DETAILS>. The horse had just completed a 
<INSERT>. This is the kind of exercise a horse would 
regularly undertake outside of competition.  

• The owner is devastated by the loss of his long-term 
companion and will take him home to the family 
property for burial. 

If required: 
The RAS has offered counselling and ongoing support to the 
owner and his family.



A horse has died in front of an 
opening night crowd at the 
Sydney Royal Easter Show. 

One of a team of Cobb & Cos 
horses fell during a 

performance the Main Arena 
last night suffering from 

a ruptured aortic aneurysm. 



IN SUMMARY
Crisis Management: Prepare, Communicate, Lead.
• Be the captain—ready for anything, guiding calmly through any 

storm. 
• Equip with tools like contact lists and risk plans. 
• Prioritise safety, keep calm, and steer the event smoothly to inspire 

confidence.



CONTACT
LYNELLE SMITH     CFE, IFMG
Head of Entertainment
Sydney Royal Easter Show
Royal Agricultural Society of NSW

lsmith@rasnsw.com.au

mailto:lsmith@rasnsw.com.au
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